The Little Monkey

A little monkey goes into a cornfield. He looks at the corn. He takes some corn and goes away.

Then, the monkey sees a peach tree. There are lots of peaches in the tree. He puts down the corn. He takes two peaches. The peaches are big. He puts one peach in his right hand. He puts one peach in his left hand. The monkey walks away.

He walks. Then, he sees a watermelon field. He knows that the watermelons are bigger than the peaches. He throws away the peaches. He walks towards a big watermelon.

The monkey sees a rabbit. He wants to eat it. He forgets the watermelon. He runs after the rabbit. The monkey runs for a long time. He can not get the rabbit. Now, he is lost and hungry.
lots of peaches
two watermelons
walks away
bigger watermelon
walks towards bigger
bigger than
forget
cannot get
lost
hungry
carry
first

Put these sentences in the correct order to tell the story.

a. _____The monkey sees a rabbit.

b. _____The monkey takes two peaches.

c. _____The monkey goes into a cornfield

d. _____The monkey puts down the corn.

e. _____The monkey runs after the rabbit.

f. _____The monkey throws away the peaches.
g. _______The monkey takes some corn and goes away.

h. _______The monkey walks towards a big watermelon.

i. _______The monkey sees a peach tree.

j. _______The monkey sees a watermelon field.

k. _______The monkey is lost and hungry.

Write answers to these questions.

a. What did the monkey take first?

b. How did the monkey carry his peaches?

c. Did the monkey take a watermelon?

d. Why did he chase the rabbit?

e. Did the monkey get the rabbit?